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He walks up the track and says hello fellows, how
are ya, and they say pretty good Mack, how are you and they
grab their lamps and go in the change room* Mack walks
through the door and the smell of sweaty bodies and sweaty
slothes hits him in the nostrils, and he thinks thank God
these bastards get so dirty they have to take showers every
day, or the place would smell like a hog wallow* He walks
to his locker and pulls out his diggers and slaps them on
the top of the long row to get some of the muck out and the
guy on the other side says hey Mack, for Christ’s sake, ya
wanta choke a man. Mack doesn’t answer because it’s too
early in the morning to argue and nobody feels good enough
to argue a good civilized argument anyhow.

He thinks, dammit I wish I could go to work without
feeling like- I was going to a wake, but then he thinks I
got things going my way and I’m saving money and pretty
soon Judy and I can get married and buy that farm where we
can raise our own food and not have to depend on any damn
mine to make a living*

And I can get me some cows and put them in the
cement barn in the night and I can get up in the morning
and milk them and drive to town and have a milk route and
be a business man and independent and all. Clean the barn
of dirt that cows make a lot of but it’s clean dirt and not
like the mine where the muck is around you and all over you
and in your nose and mouth and lungs and chokes you, differ
ent than farm dirt.
So he pulls on his diggers, which are nothing but
waist-overalls, and puts on his shirt and hard hat and clips
°n his lamp belt and pulls on his hard toe shoes and picks
np his lunch bucket and heads for the train.
Mack sees the train like a gigantic serpent stretched
■°nt in the sun, and he thinks it’s like one of those snakes
that eat something live and then stay like that for a week

ir so to digest it. He climbs on board, pushing a
ilace between two muckers and says move over you basards and they growl and move over, and he settles him—
.elf and lights a cigarette and blows the smoke content
edly out his nostrils.
The train starts off with a jerk, and the men
round him stop talking, becayW they can’t hear over the
ombined hum of the electric motor that pulls the train
nd the rasp of the wheels on the tracks. The ride in is
. source of never-ending interest and delight to him be
cause it reminds him of when he was young and used to go
•iding in the thrill tunnel in the amusement park back
tome. The flash of blue light that rises from the motor
dieel on the trolley wire intrigues him and he watches the
liniature flashes of lightning avidly. A particularly
•rilliant spark blinds him for a moment and he turns his
;aze away and shuts his eyes to rest them.

The ten-minute ride is over and they are on the top
itation and the men move slowly over to the shaft where a
loist is taking them down into the core of the earth. They
itand back a little from the shaft and rock back and forth
Ake a tide as the eager yells room for six to go to three
.housand and the super hollers stand back you bastards, we
lon’t want you falling down the hole.
And the men in the front row look over where the
super is sitting and think what’s that son—of—a-b c
ow
-hat I don’t know and why in hell should he be tailing me
fait to do. And they laugh as he cracks a joke and think
ie’s not such a bad old guy after all, and it looks like
la’s in good humor today.

They sway forward and into the cages, sound steel
Jagee on the end of cables, and the men step through doors
ind the doors elang shut behind them and the hoistman
lowers the cage by pulling a lever. The cage goes up a
liown, taking huge bites out of the packed crowd of men
Mil no one is left but a man or two and the station lies
lormant and silent.
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Down, below the silence is converted into the noise
that always follows man’s moving footsteps; drills start
their hard metallic chatter, and hammers, swung by the arms
of the workers, break chunks of ore into little rocks and
into dust. Mack is a miner so he turns a crank on a drill
and watches it bite its hungry way into the ore, He watches
and thinks about him and Judy and magically transfers him
self to her front porch, where they sat and talked about the
farm and about how they would buy it in the spring and raise
their family and watch both of them grow together.

And then he thinks about earth again, and it is a
good thought. About how a man could walk out over his land
at night, maybe in the moonlight, and the good clean feel of
power he would have when he stopped and looked over his land.
Then he’s walking around and the night is whispering its
noises and the smell of clean earth is filling him and flow
ing over him.
The drill jerks and brings him back to the mine and
he grabs a new steel and puts it in the drill and turns on the
power and watches it bite into the rock and feels pretty
good. Then the hole is drilled and he lights a cigarette
and smokes it automatically, the weed taking on the peculiar
taste that comes from dust in the air.

He looks down the tunnel and sees a miner picking
away at a pile of muck and then he sees the tons of rock all
around and thinks how insignificant they all are and a tran
sient bit of verse comes into his mind that one of the
miners told him one night when they were drunk together.
The other man was a school teacher who got stuck in the mine
because he was a drunkard and couldn’t keep a job around de
cent little kids, or at least that’s what they told him*
But he was smart as a whip and could think up little verses
that could somehow make things clear about thoughts that
were in your mind, but that you couldn’t get out.
It tejls about the mountain and somehow he can’t
forget it and it goes like this:
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Like ants in a hill we go in and out,
And we fuss and we beat and we fight and we pick,
And feel big—like Gods;
While the mountain laughs up his mighty sleeve,
At the tickle in his belly that is man and his pick.

Mack laughs a little to himself because he doesn’t
go in much for this poetry stuff, and he’s embarrassed
because he remanbers it and kind of delights in it* He
thinks about that part where the poet says, "And feel big—
like Gods,** and he supposes to himself the school teacher
must have been in love and maybe thinking about a farm or
something when he wrote that part because that’s how a man
felt when he thought about those things» At least it did
him since he found out about the farm and fell in love
with Judy.

He finishes his cigarette and flicks it dcwn the
tunnel with his finger and stretches urgently to unleash
his muscles from their tenseness and then he leisurely
takes his drill down from its position on the bar. He
only had two holes to drill to finish a round when he
came on shift so he is done with that and now he has to
muck until it’s time to load his holes and blast just be
fore he goes off shift. He goes to work on the muck
pile, his shoulders moving easily in the automatic swing
and sway that comes to the shoveler with long practice.
He mucks slowly, thrcwing the dirt over his left shoulder.
He stands up finally, and throws his hips forward
and arches his back to ease the tiredness and thinks how
in a few hours he’ll be out in the light and air and
Judy will be there to meet him in her dad’s car and
they’ll ride around a while and maybe talk about the farm
a little. He leans forward again, using the combined
pressure of shoulders and arms and knee to push the
shovel deep in the muck. Then he feels a light trickle
of rock on his back and starts to jump forward, because
a trickle means pretty often that a slab is ready to
break loose and a good miner knows it and gets moving.
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Then the weight of the world is on his back and his
face is pushed deep in the muck and he can’t breathe and he
doesn’t give a damn because a slab is on his leg and his
whole body is a flame of pain* He pushes up with his arms
to get his face out of the muck so he can breathe and the
pain licks over him again and knocks the strength from his
muscles and his whole body goes limp*

He lies a moment to get back his strength, then
opens his mouth and tries to shout, but his mouth Is full of
muck and he sucks it into his lungs and he chokes and coughs
and can’t holler. Then the mucker from down the tunnel comes
along and stops and looks at him a second like he can’t be
lieve his eyes and he turns around and runs back in the
direction he came hollering that Jesus Christ Mack got a
Slab on him and it looks like he ain’t got no leg and come
for Christ’s sake.
And pretty soon a big bunch is around and they lift
the slab off and put a blue handkerchief around his leg and
tighten it to stop the blood. Mack looks at it and thinks
how he was going to buy some bandanas like that the other
day but he forgot and then he sees his leg and gets sick.
The slab almost sheared it off and the bone is gleaming
Whitely from where it projects jeggedly from the calf.

He looks at it and then looks at the fellows
around who are standing back and not looking too healthy
themselves and are acting like he is a stranger. He knows
hew it is when a fellow has something bad happen to him, it
just isn’t the same guy, and he can see them working over
in their minds that Mack sure is bad off and they don t
know anything to say so they just stand back and look.
He can follow their minds and can already hear them
talking later and saying Jesus Mack took it like a man, he’s
tough, I couldn’t a took it like he did. And he thinks
Jesus I’m tough and then the pain hits him in the pit of the
stomach and crumples him like a man crumples a sheet of paper
in his '.and. And he sees him and Judy walking over the farm
and looking at the land and then he don’t care about being
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like a ran any more and he cries like a baby. Then he
stops crying and don’t think any more because he’s passed
out and it’s good that he does* He has plenty of time to
think in the future.
— Don Hall

HASTY PUDDING
I built a house of shadow
And furnished it with pain;
I planted bitter seedlings.
My tears I used as rain.

My garden grew and flourished,
My flowers blossomed red;
I dwelt within my cottage,
Where sorrow kept my bed.
The widow’s weeds I’m flaunting
Proclaim I’ve been a wife,
But need they mean such mocking—
Repenting all my life?

— Phineas —

No one asked me to write about this subject. It just
seemed like a good idea. I’ve learned so much about cooking
since the days when I used to help my mother, that I’m
quite superior about it now*
Cabbage had always been just cabbage, whether one
had corned beef with it or not. Now, Cabbage is an intimate
friend of mine. I know all of his likes and dislikes,
y
fie likes to be prepared in certain ways, why not in others.
He doesn’t like to be chopped up and boiled in a
°pen
kettle. He is very generous and wants to give all
P
he can in the way of vitamins, calories, and energy re
sources . But how can he when people insist upon steeping
him in hot water? Then all these valuable gifts go
6° up^
vapor* ’’Cook me in a covered steamer, he wails,
. ..
Rh^n’t lose all that I have to offer.” He is very right®
right.
Dear old Carl Carroll He is another fellow often
much abused. He has so much, yet everyone wants
away. Ho doesn't even have to be cooked. Raw, he enjoys
being decorative on a salad in the form of lovely, slim,
orange strips.
an exeelPotato and Gravy are (good chums. They make
>111
you’jwS can’t'find a rosier
Beet
lent duet, As for Bill
Leo Lettuce also deserves much praise.
or jollier person. 1— —
There are some members of the food family who aren t
luck? ThS h^ve to be operated on. But they can’t help
so
if they’ve been sick. With the proper care and nursing,
it it tney ve oeei
- - - , Micheal Mutton is one
they can become tasty individuals.
. __
If he is in roast form, he must be
of these characters. If he is in
7nes in the
carefully diagnosed and given
e p
time
the oven,
right proportions. Micheal spe
shoulder,
where at intervals, water is poured over his
so that he doesn;t burn to a crisp. iVhen he is rina
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cured.> he emerges, golden and delicious, fit for a kisg.

Round up all these people for a bull session and
you’ll find they can be a lot of fun. They’re all good
kids if you treat them with consideration and thoughtfulness, which is, scientifically, their right* I
could tell you a lot more about how to win vegetables and influence meat, only I really haven’t time right
now,
— Prudence Clapp —

POEM

In living I I want—
My heart and your heart
beating as one,
My mind and your mind
thinking as one,
In death’. I want-My soul and your soul
everlasting as one.

And now I I want—
My hand in your hand
as life goes along.
— Tom Duffy

9.

Conffrfun
----inations 1

So soon J
Don’t even think about it.

No, it’s all a bad dream.

Yet no matter what anybody says, examinations are
coming, and we are not feeling particularly happy at the
prospect. The old mob psychology has got us, and we’re
worried. Just a few more weeks now, and we will all be
going amnnd with white, tense facesj staggering into
the store gasping, ’’One cup of black coffee, quickly.
We literally revel in the imminence of disaster.

Our fatalistic attitude toward examinations has
become a tradition. For several years now, upperclass
men, during Freshman Week, have beeD going around strik
ing up congenial conversations with new students.
Typical is - ”Hello» Liking it here? etc., etc. Say,
don’t let anyone talk you into taking Bug Scimace.
It’s horrible. The final in that course will ruin your
life.’’ So what? So the poor freshman finds out he
has to take Bug Science, and after the first few lec~
tures, he decides that the final probably will ruin
s
life. When examination week comes around, the freshman
sees everyone looking frightened, and he enters right
into the spirit. The next year, being completely
orientated, he in turn finds likely looking freshmen
and ’’pours it on thick", only maybe thicker. The
circle is vicious, and it is a wonder we aren t all ner
vous wreck*? by the time we graduate.
What’s to be done about it? Some time soon, may
be a sensible soul will realize that some kind of exam
ining has to be done for all kinds of students. For
those who learn, "just for the joy of it > bhe
is a measure of their pleasure. For the student wn
comes to school to "taste of life", it s a rea e
ience, and for the professor it is something with which
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to decide the necessary grade* Shall we go on into the
futile "Why Grades at All" question?

In the "Always Room For Improvement" department,
some of us honestly ask, why not have more tests during
the quarter, and fewer (to the nth) degree
do away with last minute cramming? Wouldn t this lead
to a more permanent intake of all the knowledge we are
offered? Others of us feel the necessity of finals, but
think that classroom examinations would de a great deal
toward easing up the usual exam week strain. When_we
all ro to the gym for exams we feel like members of a
h^e herd of cS^le going to the proverbial
Some of us talk about the honor system, tie hear it s
been carried out successfully at other schools. It
takes sincerity and cooperation.

Any sudden change in the system would probably
7
but there are just a few small things that
cause a riot
Some heat and ventilation
in the gym
,
might be done. ~— —silver
■
k be
vc
_
.
professors
might
leave
their
nice.
Professors
might
leave
their
would
dollars^athome when they come to proctor, so that
there* d be no clinking of lucre
®’“i?“t“Sln
so desperately to concentrate. Proctors migh
from whispered conversations, which are disco^®rt1^,
a? tiZes. No hard feelings to those who proctor. It s
a strain for them too.

There isn’t much more to say, except to add
with a slight sneer, "Happy Exams”.
— Luoie Clapp —
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As long as universities and colleges find it neces
sary to grade students on their scholastic ability and
effort, there must be a method of measuring that ability
and effort. Experience has shown that written examinations
are the best and surest yardstick.

Unfortunately, what we call "quarter finals’* are
too often the examinations that determine a student’s
grades. That is, the examination given at the end of the
quarter is practically the instructor’s sole method for
justly deciding a pupil’s grade*

While there can be little doubt that this method is
fair as far as the administration of grades is concerned,
one can see where it is possible that another method of
determining grades could be employed that would be not only
just as efficient, but more to the advantage of the student.
That is, a system of examinations can be found that will
better help to actually teach the student something, rather
than merely classify him in an instructor’s grade book—a
system that will put emphasis on a pupil’s education, rather
than on his grades.
Final exams should be a general review of the materi
al covered in a quarter. Quarter finals should be given
with the view in mind toward aiding the student to summarize
and make a final analysis of the subject he has studied for
twelve weeks.

But, in most cases, finals are far from a review, a
summary, or an analysis. Under our present system, a system
where the final is regarded as the one real test of a stu
dent?’s knowledge, and must therefore be detailed and com
plex, this is virtually impossible. From the faculty stand
point, a general review final that merely summarized would be
ah insufficient test of a student’s knowledge, as such a test
must necessarily have indefinite answers.
Because the final, at the present tire. must count so
much toward a student’s grade, it is usually r conglomerate
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mass of details and general ideas, as thoroughly mixed
together as cake batter under an electric mixer. To me,
a rreshman, this seems to be an attempt to deteimine
whether the student has covered his subject so well that
he can untangle these odd items and fit than into their
proper slots—about like separating the flour from the
butter and eggs in batter.

While is all well and good from a professor’s
viewpoint. Now he knows hew many of the items in his
lectures his pupils noted, and he is able to give a stu
dent the grade he deserves.
Very well. John Smith has a grade and, theoretical
ly, a corresponding amount of information concerning his
subject. But how long will he remember what he has learned?
Just what did all the dates, and names, and statistics, and
figures he ran across in that final mean to him?

Wouldn’t they mean a great deal more to John if his
instructor had given him a final that forced him not only
to review, but to analyze, and summarize? A final that
made him see the place of all those small items in the
greater scheme of things?
How could a professor give such a final? How could
he figure, say, seventy per cent of your grade from a final
that must, perforce, be so generalized?

He couldn’t of course. But why couldn’t an instruc
tor give detailed bi-weekly or tri—weekly exams that would,
enable him to determine John’s grade, to a large extent, with
out depending so much on a final that could cover only a
small part of the ground in the allotted two hours?
Having now, say, eighty per cent of John’s grade
even before giving the final, couldn’t his instructor draw
up a final that was a review and a summary, without being
a detailed jig-saw puzzle that didn’t quite make sense even
with all the pieces there?

With an examination 3ystem aich as that—where a

xo>

student is given examinations throughout the quarter to
determine the largest part of his grade, and then receives
a final that is more like a judge reaffirming a jury’s de
cision than the actual decision of the jury itself—school
work would move more smoothly and more swiftly, in the
long run, for all concerned.
_
— Civk Pederson —

Pro —

Yesterday one of my student friends objected to final
examinations with the syllogism that they do not provide a
precise measurement of the student’s achievement in a course
and, therefore, should be abolished. The tenability of the
premise presented in this argument is obvious. No one who
has observed student reaction to examinations would argue
otherwise. Certainly there are delicate attitudes of mind,
kinds of skill, and perhaps segments of knowledge which stu
dents may acquire in almost any college course that would be
very difficult, if not impossible, to treat with examinations,
at least, as they are usually administered. While the logic
of the situation demands that the premise be granted it does
not favor the addition of the conclusion. The simple fact
is that of our examinations we demand reliability rather than
precision. The preference for reliability over precision is
the rule in human measurements and evaluations. The doctor’s
measurement of the draftee’s height is reliable but not pre
cise. The artist’s fingering of his violin is reliable but
not precise. Whether a particular examination is reliable or
not depends, like the tone from a violin, upon the skill of
its maker.

In addition to yielding a reliable naasurement of
student achievement an examination, at its best, will be
an educative influence, drawing the student out, inspiring
him to make original deductions, to view old facts in new
lights, and to see new possibilities. There is more
likelihood of finding this quality in the essay type than
the objective type of examination. Hence, the essay type
offers greater opportunity for intellectual adventure
than does the objective type.
Accordingly, the essay
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typo favors the brilliant student and encourages him to
do more profitable study*
— G. D. Shallonberger —

Student debate on the nocossity, the efficacy and
the desirability of examinations is a perennial flower.
For centuries, certainly since the establishment of the
medieval uni varsities, it has bloomed continually and
almost continuously; and, for the same period of time and
in the same bod, examinations have flourished continually,
if not continuously. Probably this will always bo so.
Yet it is the sign of an inquiring mind that each on-com
ing student genoration rejects the thought that whatever
lias been, should be and insists on doing a little botan
izing of its own.

Closely allied to the question of examinations,
though not of necessity an integral part of it, is the
larger question whether any estimate at all of student
performance is desirable. I have hoard it maintained
that whatever a student gets from a course should be its
own reward and that, since no official opinion alters
what he gets, no such opinion should be rendered. This
is a defensible attitude. However, I have yet to hear
anyone push it to its logical conclusion - that univer
sities should teach but should issue no degrees and no
recommendations - for. surely, these involve judgements
of performance, No university, without the complete
rearrangement of our existing social structure, could
afford this policy. For, degrees are, by law, either
W 86 the tickets of admission to many professions or the
necessary prerequisite for admission through examination
by their licensing boards - legal, medical, pharmaceu
tidal, teaching state and federal social work, civ
service ahi tie like. And, by practice and demand, they
increasingly are becoming the sine qua non to many ornns
of private employment. Even when a student is no
^Ce.
with these professional bars, if he has done the wci ,
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wants his degree, if for no better reason than that he wants
his degree. Suppose we turn now to the individual course and
ask whether an opinion (a grade), arrived at by examination
or in some other way, should be given. Many (in fact, most)
European universities say no. Here about the only record of
a course is the student’s receipt for the fee and this does
not show whether he ever actually attended. But when it
(comes to a degree, that is different. A few American univer
sities give judgments (grades) only to a certain minimum
performance. All students above this minimum are, without
distinction, marked plus (+) and all below are marked minus
(-)• I have had no personal experience with such a univer
sity but, if its experience is at all like ours, I feel sure
that, in addition to the + which is officially communicated
po the student, there must be recorded some other judgment
for future reference. For hardly a day passes that the gen
eral offices of this university are not asked for informa
tion on a comparative basis about students or former stu
dents, These requests come from all sources, graduate and
professional schools, state and federal bureaus (including
■the F. B. I.), school superintendents and teachers’ agen
cies, army and navy flying schools, civil service, banks,
Accountants, credit and collection agencies, and business
firms in general. They want to know how this man compared
<fith others in his college class and great numbers of them
p&t to know with particularity and precision whether he has
-taken and how he stood in certain individual courses, such
as: college algebra, organic chemistry, embryology, business
law, contracts, and so on — and they are not satisfied
merely with a statement of passing or failing work.

If now any possible reader will concede $ even though
it be merely to allow the argument to continue, that judgments
and grades are convenient and desirable, there $till remains
the question whether examinations should play a considerable
part in the formulation of grades. Here, opinions may well
and actually do differ - opinions of the students based,
after all, on his own experience and that of a score or so
;°f his friends as well as the opinions of those who, in
the course of years, have had contact with thousands instead
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of scores of students. My own opinion is that examinations
should play an important part — not the whole — in forming
estimates of performance. This is also the opinion - at
least, the officially expressed opinion - of a majority of
the faculty.

We must recognize that some types of achievement are
harder to evaluate accurately than are others. Chief
among these are the creative and artistic skills, e»g.,
writing, painting, music. (Please notice that many courses
in these departments are not creative but call for objective
information.) Yet the artists in these creative fields are,
according to my observation, most avid for the kind of grades
implied by the published opinions of competent artistic cri
tics, as well as of sports writers, police reporters and
amateurs. This is attested by their immense clipping scrap
books and by the almost invariable use of such opinions in
programs, exhibit catalogs, advertising, and professional
journals. It is unfair "to expect a masterpiece of creative
writing in the time of a two-hour examination, but not un
fair to demand evidence of some mastery of writing mechanics.
!;or should we expect a meritorious painting within two
hours on a fixed day, but much could be done by assembling
a number of paintings and. asking about each its school, its
medium, and any marked techniques displayed. The School of
Music has progressed far along this line with its ’’jury
examinations" of music performances. In exclusively labor
atory courses a short-time examination may not always be
feasible, but much can be done by asking the student to
show his knowledge, rapidity and skill in analysis by
identifying in a two-hour period several chemical salts.
And in a biological laboratory a battery of fifty micro
scopes could be set ujp with fifty different slides and
each student could b® required to record in writing t e
identification or to make other comment upon each slide,
hy point here is that, while a few pursuits do not lend them
selves readily to traditional forms of examinations, or
many of them satis factory examinations can be devised if
somewhat more ingenuity is used than is demanded by mere y
mimeographing a aheet of uuestions and handing the stu en
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a blue-book.

In an ideal university with very small sections, with
plenty of time for each student to recite and with many
individual conferences, examinations would be less useful.
In our university with its generally overcrowded classes,
unless indeed the instructor uses daily examinations, a
single student recites once every week or two. Meanwhile
the rest of the class is variously occupied or unoccupied as
the cases may be. Some try to follow the mumble of the re
citing student, some gase assiduously out of the window and
sone sleep assiduously on the back benches. At the end of the
quarter every student has recited on a slightly different part
of the work and no student has recited on more than a fifth of
the work. The instructor attempts to bridge this hiatus by de
manding themes, book-reports, terms papers, and problems,
rfith crowded sections, he has to give these papers a hasty
readi ng or else depend on the reports of inexperienced paper
readers. Too often, also, he has serious doubt whether the
student whose name appears on the paper has contributed anything
to it other than, perhaps a sample of his penmanship. A final
examination at least offers a uniform opportunity for each stud«nt to display his knowledge of the same topics discussed by
every member of the section. In large classes, with many sections
under different instructors, the examinations are some of the main
unifying threads of the course.
The final examination, when properly administered, sheds
light oh the question whether the student, in addition to
learning his facts, has been able to correlate them, to perceive
their interrelationships, and to integrate them. Many
topics presented in preliminary fashion in the earlier stages
of the course take on quite different aspects in the light of
further information presented later. The Law School feels this
so keenly that it will not in a three quarter course give any
official grade until the end of the third quarter and then only
upon examination over the whole course. In increasing degree
diversities are demanding the jnfc?g£^ion not on y o
of
of a Single course but also that of the facts of a number oi
cognate courses. Hence the senior comprehensive examinations
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over the whole field of specialization, such as are re
quired for graduation from the departments of English
and of History. For graduation with honors such integr
ating examinations are required by all departments and
schools.

All worth-while knowledge is long-time knowledge.
The imminence of a final examination discourages the
practice of preparing, reciting on, promptly forget
ting the work of the first two weeks, doing the same
for the next two weeks, and so continuing. The exam
ination encourages long-time learning in another way.
We all may make mistakes. Even the smart man makes
mistakes but only the fool makes the same mistake
twice. The student who in the formal class discussion
has made mistakes is offered by the examination a
second chance to show revised and amended knowledge.
In another paragraph I have mentioned how fre
quently it happens that a man must pass examinations for
entrance to a job or a profession. There are at least
two courses now offered in the University - one in
Forestry, one in Business Administration - which
are nothing more than coaching for passing such examina
tions. Further, in the practice of his profession he is
often called upon, in the forms of reports, speeches,
trials and hearings to stand and deliver what informa
tion he has. I believe that educationally it is good
for him to have formed the habit of putting down, at
stated times and after due preparation, as precisely and
concisely as he may what he knows about a certain field.
— R. H. Jesse
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Because I herd sheep;
Perhaps so, but anyway
I don't lose sleep
Worrying about summer heat
Or the price of neat.

Yes, I guess I’m crazy
Probably more than I know,
Or maybe being lazy
Makes me seem more sot
But at least I don’t worry
Or work ’til my eyes are blurry.

I just sit on a rock or log
While the sheep scatter
And talk to my dog
Who listens but doesn’t chatter
About fur coat “prices
Or demand sweet sugar ices*.
After.bedding the sheep in the fold,
With my back against the wheel*,
I watch the dimming gold
Of the sunset slowly steal
Behind the hills. Ear off a snipe
Cries and I enjoy my pipe..

Of course I’m crazy
To sit and watch the horizon
While life’s day grows hazy
And nothin* done,
But the peace I treasure
Seems a balancing measure.
— Kill Bequette
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As the children of the last war and perhaps the
adults of the next one, may we present our side? For
we have a side, you know—a very definite one. I shall
try in my presentation not to become over-dramatic on a
subject which, by its very nearness and ominous nature,
is in itself dramatic.
Webster defines "to civilize” as *to come out of
a savage and barbarous state.” We are, in most respects,
a civilized race of people. But war is not civilized,
for although it is presented in a modern guise, it still
exhibits a basically, primitive instinct* Primitive men,
not civilized from our present point of view, fought at
first to protect themselves from natural enemies* As
they became more and more cunning, they fought each other
for material possessions* Animals have the same instinct.
You have doubtless seen one dog fight another for poss
ession of a bone. Not a flattering simile, is it? You
may protest that to fight for an ideal is an entirely
different matter. Why is it? Just as much blood is shed;
just as many lives are lost. In the present war, we say
England is fighting for an ideal, Germany for a material
gain under an idealistic guise. Yet Germans and English
alike are being killed by the thousands. Surely in the
face of such stupendous mortality rates, war cannot be
excused—even by an ideal.

From the strictly feminine viewpoint of the young
women of today comes another cry against war: ”War takes
our sweethearts of today and our husbands of tomorrow.”
Whether she admits it or not, every girl views a coming
war with this same dread.. Perhaps it is a small and self
ish attitude to take, but it is there. Most women have
nothing but marriage on which to base a happy, normal
adult life. When this is taken from them, there is
little left. Since I am a woman myself, I am inclined
to think that this is a very important factor against’ war.

It involves the future happiness of this generation, and
is not to be brushed aside lightly* War itself is ghastly
enough; its after-effects are still more terrible and more
prolonged*
True r most of us are too young to remember the condi
tions after the last war* But, as in the last war, a mass
conflict would have telling effects on the people involved*
We are too hardy a generation to be completely demoralized
by a war, but our attitude towards life would be changed*
The last post-war generation lived, for a short period, a
life of greatly increased tempo> and suffered a serious let
down after the false exhilaration had worn thin* A much
more tangible change also occurred in this post-war period.
According to statistics^ unemployment increased almost
twice as much after the World War in comparison to unem
ployment before 1914. Is there little wonder, then, that
the intelligent young women of today object to their future
husbands fitting for a country, only to resume normal life
in that country and face unemployment?

In this world of comparative futility, war is the
most futile act of all. Take any bone of contention and
weigh it against human lives. I would not dare decide which
Way the scales would tip* I can only present the plea of
young Americans and leave the decision to you who hear.

— Gail Rounce —
News Flash

490 B*C*

Athens, Greece

Civilization has been saved1
The war to end all wars is won.
The Persian blitzkrieg was destroyed
Today on the plains of Marathon.
— Glen Nelson —

Even now, a year later, my memory is filled with
images of leaves, and every last image is green. Not just
plain green, but dark green, pale green, soft green, grey
green. What particular impulse (whether a happy or unhappy
one I am not yet sure) lead me to study leaves, I do not
know, but I do know that I shall never again be able to
chew a leaf as nonchalantly as I once did. The surprise in
learning that such common things are physically so complex
and contain so many different chemicals, will always keep
me a little aloof from them.

It seems that leaves start out as very small bumps
bn twigs. These bumps extend themselves, enlarge,, and
become small cones containing thin, fine,tightly compressed
leaflets. One can imagine a head of lettuce condensed to
the size of a match-head and covered with brown scales..
The leaflets grow enough to burst the inclosing capsule,
to become individuated. Then they proceed to grow to
their proper size. What makes them stop growing at that
point is still something of a mysteryK
At any rate, a full-blown leaf is not just a unit,
like the dumber one. In a broad way, a leaf is like the
number three, consisting of a blade, a stem, and a petiole.
A petiole is the double mumps effect to be observed at
the base of a leaf stem. The blade, after the fashion of
a seiSible person who watches his diet, limits its area..
The petiole has some idea of propriety in form. But the
stem ------ well, the stem is like a college students
with more money than sense; it just does not know where
to stop, The stem pierces the blade, branches off at an
odd angle at every opportunity, grows smaller at bach
division. Just before the branches have become so small
and fine as to be negligable, they have formed a wierd
sort of skeleton. Differing from the human skeleton that
^erves i. a inly as a Support for the body the leaf reticu—
a e
“ combined structural, pl’midjog, and telephone
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system. It prevents leaf collapse, it acts as a two-way
transfer for fluids, and it leisurely informs the leaf of
what is happening*
Each little section of the reticulate is filled with
a greenish pulp. By way of analogy of big fleas with little
fleas with still smaller fleas,, the pulp is well-populated
with variously shaped cells,, each cell acting as a sort of
rooming house for other interesting things. Diffused thruout the cells is the well-known protoplasm,, a substance
whose final nature,, like an image in the mirror,, is tantalizingly intangible*

Leaf cells, when viewed from the surface and magni
fied,. sometimes have the general appearance of a jig-saw
puzzle. At varying intervals there are little circles com
posed of two cells that look like negroid lips,. Like lips,
and especially negroid ones, they are generally open but
they may be closed. A magnified side view shows a regular
mosaic effect..
Within the cells are any number of things. Most inw
teresting are the little crystals. Some of the crystals are
like cubes of glass, some would be cubes if they were not
squashed, some resemble diamonds, a few are rosettes. The
nice—sounding word "rosette” is misleading — it means a
shape like a thorn apple.. Then there are chromes or pigments.
Most of the time the color is, as perhaps I may have men
tioned, green, but in varying cases it may be anything in
the spectrum — violet, blue, green, yellow, orange, or red.
Starch granules,, while offering a white effect, show some
individuality. One kind has a little black dot in the center.
Other appear to be minute oyster shells, oval and irrides—
cent* Sometimes the grains adhere to each other to form an
irregular clump, like certain bacteria*.

But all these things so far mentioned are like the
short films shown before the main attraction at the theater;
interesting but not the big thing, as far as a leaf is
concerned, the main event is to feed the plant • Plants
differ widely from animals in the matter of foe-1. Animals
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feed themselves to store up energy so they can keep going.
Plants store up food energy so they can stay put. There
are arguments in favor of both. It is rather fascinating
to study the mannsr in which a leaf, aided by sunlight builds
the different compounds the plant needs. Scientists have
labelled the process photosynthesis. (To a Greek it would
mean building with light.)

But to continue, a leaf takes some of the gas that
went into the air at a marshmallow roast, it takes some
of the moisture that went into the air at a car washing,
it hooks the two together, hooks the formaldehydes to
gether in groups of two to six. Then it ties the groups
together in all sorts of ways. One might say that a
leaf takes raw material, shapes it, builds boxcars, and
then plays train. These trains, or rather compounds, of
Widely different lengths carry a variety of properties.
By way of illustration, geraniol is the essence in one
kind of perfume, while atropine, from belladonna, dilates
the pupil of the eye. Had AEsop possessed a microscope,
he might have discarded his ants for leaves and said,
"Look to the leaf, thou sluggard.”
With all this activity the walls of the cells take
a beating, the all-prevading protoplasm is slowly reduced
to just plain plasm. Aphids, caterpillars, and grass
hoppers help in the destruction. What rugged leaves sur
vive fall in the annual frost. Little worry. The food
they manufactured, which is stored in the plant they serve,
will nourish new leaves in the spring.

But so it is. The ordinary leaf, whatever shade of
green it is, is a fine mechanism. All the little parts
work smoothly, and aided by sunlight, take gasses from the
air to build materials for the plant. By way of recompense,
a leaf certainly gets it in the neck. Perhaps the most
noteworthy fact of all is that it does hot hesitate to
perform what for itself is a fruitless labor, it merely
goes on working quietly in the sunshine.
— Glenn Elliefet —

